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From the Section President
As my time as president of the PRG draws to an end, I can look back
on a good year in several respects. We began the year in our “interest
group” incarnation with a pair of big wins, as President Obama both revoked Executive Order 13233 on presidential records and also ordered
agencies to make a presumption in favor of openness on FOIA requests
(reversing the practice of the previous administration). PRG had taken
public stands in favor of both of these decisions. We owe a debt of
gratitude to the numerous PRG officers who supported these efforts,
and especially to Martha Kumar.
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Moving then into our not-for-profit organizational mode, we made
substantial progress on our commitments to create endowments for the
Neustadt (best book) Award and the Edwards (best dissertation) Award.
Work on the former is essentially complete. We raised the $5000 necessary to set up the endowment under APSA management, and the money
is now in their hands. We have only lately begun to pass the tin cup for
the Edwards Award and have already collected close to $4,000. The
sources of this largesse have been the Board, former Neustadt winners,
the members (who voted $1000 for the purpose at the business meeting two years ago), and a generous matching gift from George Edwards
himself. The rest is up to, as they say, “viewers like you.” If you are
willing to contribute a few tax-deductible bucks to a deserving cause,
please send a check made out to the PRG to our current treasurer, Mary
Stuckey, Dept. of Communication, Georgia State University, 1022 One
Park Place South, PO Box 4000, Atlanta GA 30302-4000.
We can now look forward to getting back into our “scholarly association” guise as the APSA meeting in Toronto impends. Program Chair
Randy Adkins has put together a great set of panels and roundtables. I
feel obligated to remind everyone that the number of panel slots we get
at the Annual Meeting is partly dependent upon our attendance at these
panels. Please go to as many as you can. Along this line, I’m pleased
to report that Richard Conley of the University of Florida has agreed
to serve as Program Chair for the 2010 meeting. Anyone with creative
ideas for panels should pitch them to Rich.
Finally, on a personal note, I want to pass the word that I am stepping
down not only as PRG president but also as co-editor of Congress and
the Presidency. Brian Schaffner and Jim Thurber will now handle the
job. It has been an enormous pleasure working with presidency scholars
in both capacities. You are a great group of people. Thank you for your
support.
Chuck Walcott
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Announcements
Presidential Studies Quarterly special edition
on the 2008 presidential election

“The 2008 Presidential Election,” Presidential Studies
Quarterly
Special Issue Editor: Jeffrey Cohen, Department of
Political Science, Fordham University
For the June 2010 issue, Presidential Studies Quarterly is planning a special issue on the 2008 presidential election. We also
expect the papers in this issue to be part of a larger volume on the
election. Although presidential elections happen only once every
four years and thus are always noteworthy, the 2008 presidential
election may be of historic consequence. For the special issue,
the journal is open to articles on any aspect of the election, from
a wide range of theoretical and methodological perspectives. The
journal is especially interested in papers dealing with the role of
race and gender, the impact of an unpopular sitting president, the
impact of fundamentals like the economy and campaign strategies, the use of new campaign technologies such as the internet,
the role of money and campaign finance, the primary season
and party nomination rules, changes in the electorate, as well as
papers that place the election into historical context and compare
the presidential and congressional elections, but we will consider
other topics as well.
We would like to receive a short abstract of the paper by July
15, 2009. The deadline for paper submissions is September 1,
2009. All manuscripts received by this deadline will be reviewed.
Although we have no length limits, we prefer that papers not exceed 40 pages (including tables, figures, and references), double
spaced unless absolutely warranted. Additional submission
guidelines are available on the journal’s website at http://www.
blackwellpublishing.com/journal.asp?ref=0360-4918.
Presidential Studies Quarterly (PSQ) is the only scholarly journal
that focuses on the most powerful political figure in the world the president of the United States. An indispensable resource for
understanding the U.S. presidency, Presidential Studies Quarterly
offers articles, features, review essays, and book reviews covering all aspects of the American presidency. PSQ’s distinguished
contributors are leading scholars and professionals in political
science, history, and communications.
Questions about submissions should be directed to the special
editor at cohen@fordham.edu.

CONFERENCE ANNOUNCEMENT
Call For Papers, “Rhetoric, Politics, and the Obama Phenomenon,” Texas A&M University, March 4-7, 2010.
Barack Obama’s meteoric rise from a little known Illinois
state senator in 2004 to President of the United States in
2008 was made possible in large part by his exceptional
media strategies and rhetorical performances. President
Obama’s image, words, and family have all become
a part of the world-wide phenomenon that is Barack
Obama. This conference will bring together rhetoric,
media, and political science scholars to explore and
analyze Barack Obama’s image politics, communication
practices, and rhetorical strategies. Scholars will present papers on such topics as the visual politics of Obama,
Obama and leadership, Obama and civil rights, Obama’s
rhetorical style, and other topics relevant to the Obama
phenomenon. Bonnie Dow will deliver Texas A&M’s
annual Kurt Ritter Lecture in Political Rhetoric during
the conference on the image politics/media coverage of
Michelle Obama. One goal of the conference is to draw
together both established and junior scholars (including graduate students) who are interested in the Obama
phenomenon. Therefore, the conference will feature both
plenary speakers and contributed paper presentations. A
second goal of the conference is to draw together a group
of interdisciplinary scholars who are interested in the
Obama phenomenon. Therefore, rhetorical, presidential,
media, and political science scholars will serve as plenary speakers and respondents. Plenary and contributed
papers and responses will be competitively selected to
appear in a planned edited conference volume.
Scholars interested in contributing a paper to the conference should submit a one-page abstract to:
Dr. Jennifer Mercieca
Department of Communication
Texas A&M University
4234 TAMU, College Station, TX 77843
email to Obamaconference2010@gmail.com
(emailed submissions encouraged)
Deadline for abstract submissions is October 1, 2009;
notifications of acceptance will go out November 1, 2009;
completed papers are due February 1. For more information contact conference organizers Dr. Jennifer Mercieca,
Department of Communication, Texas A&M University
(mercieca@tamu.edu) or Dr. Justin Vaughn, Department of Political Science, Cleveland State University
(j.s.vaughn@csuohio.edu).
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CONFERENCE ANNOUNCEMENT #2

FULBRIGHT OPPORTUNITY

The Australian-American Fulbright Commission (AAFC) invites
applications for the 2010-2011 Fulbright Australian National University Distinguished Chair in American Political Science.
The position is for a prominent U.S. academic to be based at the
Australian National University in Canberra for collaborative
research at the host institution, a limited number of guest lectures
or seminars at advanced undergraduate and postgraduate levels,
and participation in a national tour with guest presentations at
three to four institutions across Australia. Established in 2006 by
the AAFC with the U.S. Department of State and the Australian
National University (ANU) the 4 – 5 month award provides an
opportunity to liaise directly with the U.S. Embassy, Australian
government representatives, universities and other research
centres. The Award can commence any time between 1 July 2010
and 30 June 2011 and will cover travel, stipend, furnished accommodation, and a national speaking tour of Australia.
Applicants will be considered from the following specialties:
political thought, comparative politics, government, federalism,
foreign policy, and international relations (including security).
More information on the program and previous Chairs is at www.
fulbright.com.au/scholarships/american/anu_award.htm.
Additional Qualifications: Recognition as a scholar and teacher
with rank of full or Associate Professor is required.
This position is designed to increase the awareness of the study of
American politics and government in Australia and promote comparative and collaborative research in political science between
Australia and the U.S. The Fulbright ANU Distinguished Chair
will be affiliated with the School of Social Sciences in the Faculty
of Arts which supports a strong American studies program, offers
undergraduate courses in American politics and government,
American political history, American political thought, and an
internship program in the United States Congress. The Americanists in the school are research-active and supervise Ph.D. students
in American politics and political history. For more information
on the host university, see the ANU’s website at http://www.anu.
edu.au.

Paper and panel proposals are now being accepted for the
“Evaluating the George W. Bush Presidency” conference
at the University of Hawai’i at Hilo, July 29-31, 2009.
Thanks to the generosity of the UH Hilo administration,
we have been able to keep the conference fee low while
providing several unique activities on the Big Island of
Hawai’i and affordable lodging rates. See the following
website for more details regarding proposal and registration deadlines: http://uhhconferencecenter.com/bush.
html. Please note that while regular registration ended on
June 14, late registration is still available after that date.

From the Editor
In this issue of the PRG Report we continue our
series on teaching the presidency, derived from last fall’s
Short Course. Three articles by Russell Renka, Janet Martin,
and Lilly Goren complete that series, and I am very happy to
be able to take their presentations and open them to a larger
audience.
Also take note of the book and journal article scans.
I attempt in these features to be as comprehensive as possible.
I am certain, however, that I miss worthy scholarship, so if
you have books coming out, or articles in less obvious venues,
please don’t hesitate to contact me and let me know so that I
can include them in the scans.
As we conclude one academic year and head into
another, I want to continue to encourage readers to consider
the Report as an outlet for your writing. The recent articles
on teaching have been very interesting, and the Report is an
excellent way to get word out on your research. If you have
new books pending publication, consider using the Report as
a “preview of coming attractions” by writing an article length
version of your scholarship.
As always, I look forward to hearing from you. My
contact information is on page 2.

Applications for this award need to be submitted by 1 August
2009 through the Council for International Exchange of Scholars
(CIES) in Washington DC using the application form at www.
cies.org/Chairs/2010/award/Ful0001.htm.
Further information is available from the ANU Distinguished
Chair program coordinator, Dr John Hart, Department of Political
Science & International Relations Australian National University
at J.Hart@anu.edu.au.
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Teaching the Modern Presidency in Time
Russell D. Renka

I teach a course entitled “The Modern Presidency” located online at UI320 Syllabus - Spring 2009 via cstl-cla.semo.edu/
Renka/ui320-75/syllabus_spring2009.asp. You can locate it very
easily by writing “ui320” at Google. The first-page results pull
up sites on a particular pinto dry bean, plus this specific course.
To banish the beans, write “ui320 renka” and then you get this
course plus associated Renka website materials and references.
An alternate way to navigate is to use the PRG website’s Presidency Syllabi at cstl-cla.semo.edu/renka/PRG/presidency_syllabi.
asp and scroll down to the R’s, or write “UI320” to find the link
shown above.
UI320 is quite unusual among presidency syllabi around
the country in three respects. First, it gives the modern presidency a chronological rather than topical treatment during a 15 or
16-week semester. Second, it combines political science with the
disciplines of history and speech communication in treatment of
the office. Third, it is expressly designed to be taught in a partial
or complete online teaching venue. The resulting hybrid offers
some good insights on teaching the modern American presidency.
This paper illustrates those insights.
Course Description and Design
The formal UI320 description says “This course addresses the modern American presidency from an interdisciplinary standpoint. Using chronological coverage of the 13 modern
presidents from Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1933 to the new 2009
Barack Obama Administration, the class combines history,
political science and speech communication to gain insight into
the great power and impact of this institution. In many respects
presidential history is modern American history. We cover the
New Deal, World War II, the Cold War, the postwar American
economic boom, the civil rights upheaval and Vietnam in the
1960’s, Nixon and Watergate, the dip and restoration of presidential power with Reagan, the divided government era of Bush
and Clinton, the bizarre election of 2000, and George W. Bush
in the post-Cold War terrorism/wartime climate since 9/11/2001.
The presidency is also a preeminent rhetorical office, a major
contributor to the brief list of memorable and enduring American
speeches. Changes in the rhetorical presidency are quite direct
reflections of the communications revolution. And not least, the
president is a politician at the heart of a democratic political system. The office’s political standing is a window to understanding
the fundamental character of American public life.” (UI320 Index
at cstl-cla.semo.edu/renka/ui320-75/index.asp).
The University Studies Program at Southeast Missouri State University made this hybrid course possible (What
is University Studies, Southeast Missouri State University at
www.semo.edu/ustudies/generaleducation.htm). UI320 is an
upper-division undergraduate course covering three disciplines
of political science, history, and communications. It is authorized

as a course for majors in all three, but also draws students from
across campus because all upper-division Southeast students must
take at least one UI300-level upper division course outside their
major field. This course is consistently a popular option. It is
writing-intensive and relatively low in enrollment, being taught
in a media-adapted classroom with 30 to 35 seats. It is customarily taught once a year in the spring semester, and occasionally in
the fall semester because of backlogged demand. I teach it as a
web-adapted face to face course without a teaching or research
assistant.
I am a political scientist with emphasis on American
institutions (Congress and the presidency) and a sidelight on
voting and elections. I taught a topical American Presidency
course for a decade starting in 1978. In 1986, Roosevelt historian
Christopher Schnell and I attended a lecture on President Ronald Reagan’s rhetoric from Thomas Harte of the Department of
Speech-Communication. That coincided with adoption of this
institution’s University Studies program, and word went forth
that we could develop team-taught interdisciplinary courses. We
three then aligned to produce this class under a University Studies UI3xx course number (US3xx being already taken for United
States History). We first taught the course in 1989. A decade later
in 1999, Professor Harte and I went online, prompting creation
of a suite of online applications suited to all three disciplines. My
colleagues have since retired after teaching me a lot about presidential history and rhetoric, and this course became mine alone.
After a year trying the course on topical basis, we
moved it to an historian-friendly chronology basis. Teaching by
chronology online in year 1999 required us to create a Timeline of Modern Presidents (write that term at Google, or go to
cstl-cla.semo.edu/renka/ui320-75/timeline.asp). This is now
the organizational heart of the course. Each of 13 buttons and
name-files goes to a modern president, where assignments and
resource materials are posted. Chronology since FDR in 1933
also caused early problems in finding good reading material.
Nearly all texts and readers are topically based, as one can see by
sampling materials in the 400 linked syllabi at PRG’s Presidency
Course Syllabi (write term at Google, or go to cstl-cla.semo.edu/
renka/PRG/presidency_syllabi.asp). Historical treatments of the
presidency all started with Washington in 1789, not Roosevelt in
1933, until Fred Greenstein published The Presidential Difference in 2000 (now in a second edition, with a new third edition
pending in 2009). I adopted that as a text and retain it now. But I
sought much more specific material on each president, along with
weblinks, so starting in 1999 I wrote website chapters located in
each president’s site (for example, President Ronald Reagan at
cstl-cla.semo.edu/renka/ui320-75/presidents/reagan/).
I also include specific readings on rhetorical practices
of important presidents alongside weblinks to important speech
locations. I first created a chronological Speeches of Ronald
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Reagan file after June 2004, when high attention to Reagan’s
passing produced many queries about speech locations that I
could not easily answer at the time (cstl-cla.semo.edu/Renka/
Modern_Presidents/reagan_speeches.htm). Speech links have
since proliferated at presidential libraries, and at The American
Presidency Project - Audio-Video Archive (www.presidency.
ucsb.edu/media.php), Presidential Speech Archive - Miller Center
of Public Affairs (millercenter.org/scripps/archive/speeches), History.com - American Presidents (www.history.com/presidents),
The American Rhetoric - Online Speech Bank (www.americanrhetoric.com/speechbank.htm), and other locales. There is also
(of course) YouTube, but it requires familiarity with speech name
and delivery date; so my Speech Files are useful for writing correct search terms into that venue.
There are also political supplements for online use
organized at heading and footer of each page. These include U.S.
Presidency Links - Russell D. Renka; U.S. Presidential Elections,
1928-2008; Presidential Election Maps, by County; and Party
Control of the Presidency and Congress, 1933-2010 showing party control of the presidency, House, and Senate dating from 1933.
Students have these at heading and footer of each Renka chapter
so they can readily navigate there and back again. Students who
dislike lengthy online reading assignments can read a chapter in
printout while leaving the chapter on-screen to access the links
and supplements along with in-text links.
My files show copyright by myself, and are under Fair
Use documentation standards (U.S. Copyright Office - Fair Use at
www.copyright.gov/fls/fl102.html). They are also unsupported by
commercial sources for now. My view is that the web is a public
rather than private good at its most fundamental level. Scholars
are responsible for making it useful to each other and to their
students. But some files are copyrighted by Southeast Missouri
State University, which retains the right to restrict their use within
and outside the jurisdiction of the institution. Check copyrights at
page bottom to ascertain which is which.
Object Lessons in Time
The great advantage of chronology is the ability to place
presidential practices and events in correct historical context. A
deceptively simple part of that is evident in viewing the Timeline
of Modern Presidents. It shows each president, coded by party,
with tenure and Vice Presidents shown alongside. Students have
to know these things first-hand early so it all becomes secondnature later on. They do not start with that knowledge. In former
teaching of a topical course I frequently had to outline simple references on who was president in what years. This graphic makes
that job vastly easier.
For example, it permits one to make the case for important constitutional changes in presidential succession during the
modern presidency. By seeing that Truman served nearly 4 years
in office without a Vice President, or that Johnson then did so
for 14 months after Kennedy, students understand Amendment
XXV being adopted in 1967 to fill any Vice Presidential vacancy.
And they further see its subsequent importance in the Watergate
drama, where Agnew’s October 1973 resignation followed by
Ford’s confirmation that December produced a strange but orderly succession in August 1974 with Nixon’s demise.
Elections also lend themselves nicely to chronology.

An election sequence on Presidential Election Maps, by County
starts with 2008 followed downward by 2004 and 2000 with 3141
county or equivalent units on show (at cstl-cla.semo.edu/renka/
ui320-75/renka_papers/party_system_maps.asp). This permits
students to easily see that this trio of elections was fundamentally
similar in geographic locale of each party’s vote. But a look at
the cliffhanger 2000 election to even-closer 1960 shows a great
contrast, as the latter still showed Democratic dominance of the
south and Republican dominance in New England. Of course we
already know that, but students rarely do; so graphic online illustration makes this discovery vastly easier. The maps run back to
Lincoln in 1860, so teaching about Skowronek’s regime changes
in political time is helped along.
That principle applies as well to presidents’ rhetorical
practices. We know that President Reagan carefully studied and
emulated some of Franklin Roosevelt’s rhetorical practices. So
too did Richard Nixon during and after 1968 once he saw John
F. Kennedy’s skillful use of rhetorical antithesis in 1960 through
1963. And Bill Clinton skillfully emulated Reagan’s “hero of the
gallery” televised theater innovation during State of the Union
addresses, particularly in 1996. Students who witness a more
recent rhetorical action can readily see its forebears and history—
with just a little prompting from their instructor.
The Cold War lasted over half the modern presidency,
taking 43 years (1947 to 1990) across 9 presidents from the 76
years and 13 presidents of the modern office (1933 to 2009).
Students get a sense of political eras from topics like that, as this
emergent problem preoccupied Truman, Eisenhower, and Kennedy alike for the 16 years of its onset. They “live with it” for
so long that they can understand that 1989 feeling of serendipity
when the Wall came down and perestroika became real in Eastern
Europe.
But there is a price for this. The forfeiture imposed by
chronology is loss of concentrated treatment on some topics. One
of my most difficult jobs is teaching the institutional presidency.
Chronology is initially helpful, as students easily see from the
crush of New Deal business why in 1939 the Executive Office of
the President was created at the behest of the Brownlow Commission. But relating that to later advancements of the institution
is difficult, because other on-time subjects intervene to divert
attention away from that. A solution might be adoption of chronological books like Judith Michael’s The President’s Call (1997);
but that has a high opportunity cost in a multi-discipline undergraduate course where my reading load already is far above the
local median point. As a result, the institutional presidency gets
piecemeal treatment only.
That is comparably true of the Cold War and of national
security practices of modern presidents. A singular devotion to
that topic, chronologically treated or not, will yield superior nuanced understanding of the subject. With attention to a presidential administration instead of a topic, there’s always a forfeiture of
concentrated attention to one subject.
Three Disciplines in One Subject
These complaints about forfeiture are really part of the
larger dilemma in teaching a good subject that commands our
own devotion: there is never time and space to do enough. The
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UI320 design makes this extra clear by allotting large chunks of
time to history and to rhetoric. But the modern presidency is an
inherently important subject for both disciplines. Academia is
designed around singular departments and specialists. I cannot
teach as much core political science about presidents as I can
about legislatures, where history and rhetoric are not in the way.
There admits no remedy for this. After all, presidents themselves
have the problem. They have entirely too many important things
to do, and never sufficient time to attend to them all.
Russell D. Renka is Professor of Political Science at Southeast
Missouri State University.

Russell Renka speaking at the PRG’s Short Course in Boston,
2008.
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Teaching the Presidency: Engaging Students through
Multi-media in Presidency Classes
Janet M. Martin

At the 2008 APSA meetings I participated in the short
course sponsored by the PRG on “Innovative Teaching Techniques” and I find that upon reflection, and having had the opportunity to read the essays by Graham Dodds and Justin Vaughn
appearing in the Fall 2008 PRG Report, my innovative approach
to teaching the presidency combines elements of both the use of
history and popular culture. In this essay I will share my experience of how I have adapted to the use of new technology, and
also review how much has changed in the past thirty years in
terms of technology and teaching the presidency.
I began teaching a course on the American Presidency
while in graduate school, with my first class beginning shortly after President Ronald Reagan took office. As the years have gone
by I have turned to different materials, readings, and projects to
keep the course current, as well as engaging, for a student body
that has changed in a number of ways, with different images and
experiences and expectations regarding government, and the
President who is embodying that government.
I have taught at a four-year liberal arts college with most
of my students between the ages of eighteen and twenty-two.
They have come of age and become politically aware, casting
their first ballots in a presidential election, in at least five different administrations. During this time the technological resources
for teachers to both learn from and use in the classroom have
advanced exponentially. Where I first used reel-to-reel film to
show Richard Nixon’s “Checkers” speech, students now have
visual access to daily movements of presidential candidates and
presidents alike. For example, NBC News has created the “A Day
in the Life of a President” series, now extending to the Obama
administration. Even live coverage of the White House Press
Correspondents’ dinner is available via C-SPAN.
But there remains a technological gap between professor
and student that will profoundly affect every generation of professors entering the field in the coming years. What had been an
advantage weighted in favor of the professor has now shifted to
a younger generation, whose media access far outstrips the three
nightly news programs that President Lyndon Johnson would
simultaneously watch. Students are knowledgeable and bombarded with endless clips of news (both real and satirized) from
the major networks, cable, wireless newspapers, bloggers and
twitterers, international in scope, 24 hours a day, with the line between columnists, personalities, “experts,” opinion piece writers,
editorials, and reporting blurred. Even the modern campaign of
2008 brought to use cell phones to get out the vote in a way that
marked a shift in what “grass roots activists” would do, working
bi-coastally as opposed to strictly door-to-door, as time zones in
the east coast led to the closing of polls, and campaign organizers
shifted their workforce across state borders with calls to potential voters in states that had yet to close their polls. Campaign
headquarters could now be decentralized, using rooms in many

locations, with little infrastructure, as the phones could travel to
groups of workers, and calls easily made from anywhere in the
country.
I began work with computers in college using an interactive program typed on a machine, more similar to a typewriter
than a keyboard, that performed data analysis in an early interactive simulation, advancing to key punch cards and mainframes
with 15-inch wide print-outs, and finally entered the era of PCs,
Windows, and a variety of Apples. I tried to advance my own
technological skills through an NSF sponsored institute, “Researching the Modern Congress,” working on adapting use of
C-SPAN at Purdue University in 1993. Having not yet entered the
Windows or Mac world, with icons and mice and “windows” to
open and close, let alone items to right and left click and drag and
drop, I spent my first hour of the workshop wondering how to get
to a new screen, and finally began to understand the concept of
“windows.” Upon returning to my college I took a short tutorial
just to learn right and left clicking.
Last spring I finally comprehended how behind I am in
current technologies when I mentioned in class a “text-messaging
machine” I had seen in an ad on TV. The students chuckled
with amusement at my not understanding that cell phones now
had extended keyboards. They laughed even harder when they
discovered I didn’t yet own a cell phone. I soon had offers of help
in teaching me how to “tap” to create a phone directory and so
forth. Their astonishment at my ignorance was so great that two
students, trying to be polite, held their laughter in for ten minutes
until they could last no longer. It took me a moment to realize
that my neophyte standing in cell phone knowledge was the cause
of their outburst. That brief discussion led me to learn the secret
to adjusting the volume on my new office phone. The button
required one to “tap” to raise or lower the volume, replacing the
familiar press and hold pattern that had always worked before.
Not to be deterred by rapidly developing technology,
two summers ago I took a workshop offered by my college’s IT
office with the assistance of NITLE, which introduced me to the
world of Macs and I-Movies. In a four-day workshop we were
given the outlines of how to have students create I- movies. On
Monday we would develop and write a five-minute script. We
had received notice the week before of the course schedule, and
so were to start thinking about projects before arriving. I followed
the path of others in the workshop and didn’t come prepared to
the workshop with an entire script in mind, or with images ready
to use in the movie. Only two of the seven in the workshop had
come so prepared, with images from research travels and recorded music already stored in their computer.
The first day was “easy”—by midday we were to learn
how to record the script, and have it ready to go by the next
morning when we would then begin to use I-Movie to add images
and music to the recorded script. By 11 p.m. I had finally gotten
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my script written and recorded. As the evening wore on I soon
discovered that I was alone in a MAC lab, with 7 or 8 machines,
and no clue as to how to log off. It took my inspection of every
spot on the keyboard before noticing an apple on the left side of
the screen—the key to Apple functions.
The four-day workshop was fast-paced: Tuesday was
devoted to finding images; Wednesday for entering and arranging photos, music, and scripts; and Thursday for final technical
details such as titles and eliminating black gaps, adding credits,
and the final conversion to a DVD, with an afternoon devoted to
the sharing of movies among all workshop participants. By the
afternoon of the fourth day, some people had finished DVDs,
although a number of participants had decided to focus on a topic
that did not directly tie in to their teaching, given the demands of
writing a script, locating images, and learning I-Movie all in one
week. And it was summer!
I viewed my effort as a complete failure, since I had not
been able to synchronize the recorded script and images due to
some last minute editing of the script and attempts to dub in a
correction. I also had needed to scan in nearly thirty images, and
the technical assistant helping in the workshop became ill, leaving us without the technical support needed in such a condensed
time frame. (Such “excuses” would come in handy in providing
the proper degree of empathy when students would undertake
their own projects, and regardless of the time frame given, it
would come down to a few long days near the end of the assignment when the projects would all come together.) The “workshop
class” was most supportive during our viewing of what was for
the other participants a finished product, but what was for me a
work in progress. It would take nearly three months more of mastering various aspects of I-Movie, and mini-tutorials on MACs,
before my five-minute film was completed, just in time for the
spring semester to begin and the introduction of an “innovative”
approach in teaching the presidency.
I am fortunate to have a supportive IT staff and librarians who obtain new databases as they become available and who
work closely with professors in using the databases. Without their
assistance I would not have been able to undertake the making of
documentaries in my upper level presidency class.
I had learned in the workshop that the writing of the
script was the key to having the project work. And the script is
what made it possible for my fellow summer workshop participants to envision how all the images would eventually match up
with particular lines in my script, thus allowing them to give me
kind words of encouragement and, surprisingly, congratulations
on what I presented that final day. My film was on the evolution
of sartorial styles of presidents and their spouses, with the final
question centered on what would become of the “First Lady Ball
Gown” collection if Hillary were to become President. Would
her inaugural gown be deposited in the First Lady exhibit in the
Smithsonian?
I also consulted extensively with the IT staff to take
from their expertise how best one could teach the technical aspects, and have content not be overwhelmed by the skills needed
to gather and synchronize images and music to accompany the
script. It was from these conversations that I developed a timetable for instruction and completion of the project. I also learned
that based on experience, the IT expert who most closely worked

with classes found that a pair of students working together was
the right number. I was grateful for that piece of advice since
given all of my technical problems I would have assumed there
was no way a group under the size of five could master the technical aspects of pulling the movie together in one semester!
But then, as we have seen, it is the technical abilities of
students that are far more advanced than those of most professors,
especially of my generation.
In setting up my syllabus, with its other assignments
(including a traditional research paper), and the documentary
project timetable, I knew that a good deal of time would be
devoted to script development. Much to my surprise, what I had
assumed would become an exercise focusing on technical skills
became instead one of the most successful writing projects I have
assigned. A month and a half was devoted to topic choice and
script writing. Writing a three to four page script where every
sentence had to have meaning, given the five-minute time limit
on each documentary film, led to numerous re-writes and massive
editing. Students also had to read their scripts out loud in class, so
that listening to what was written on paper could be tested against
comprehension of points.
I first used this assignment in the spring of 2008, in the
midst of the presidential nomination contests, and so the focus for
the projects was on presidential election campaigns, with choices
limited to a range of elections from 1876 to 1928. I chose this
historic period because we were fortunate to have the Historical
New York Times, among many other on-line databases, which
begins coverage in the 1850s. I also wanted to make the task as
equal as possible among the student teams, and so I selected a
range of elections with which students were likely to have less
familiarity. It would also be a way to cover some of the historical
aspects of presidents and administrations that I am less likely to
cover, given my normal focus on the institutional aspects of the
presidency.
One of the tendencies of students is to use quoted
passages as a way of “saying it best,” or to use the words of an
authority. One of the most often used phrases in initial scripts,
“for all of history,” became even more problematic in one rewrite
when it transformed into “for all of civilization.” Missing the
point of a focus on one specific election, the students had decided
to take the safe approach and directly quote the party’s platform.
Without seeing quotes or a citation, but just listening to the script,
I asked how they could justify going from “all of history” to “all
of civilization.” That brief exchange led to students rethinking
how they could present a quote, without the citation, and whether
quoting material was really the better way to go. Final scripts
only relied on a few quotes, since there was far too much material to keep in the script in terms of content, and quoted passages
didn’t necessarily convey the material better than a student’s own
choice of words.
Given how familiar students are with various forms of
media, advertising, and communication, I had assumed a cogent multi-media presentation would be second nature for them.
But even such simple concepts as election winners and losers
proved difficult to convey. Students soon realized in listening to
scripts that noting that, for example, Warren G. Harding received
16,133,314 votes and James M. Cox received 9,140,884 votes,
with the Republican receiving 404 electoral votes and the Demo-
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crat receiving 127 electoral votes, did not necessarily leave the
audience with information as to who won.1 Rounding off statistical data and re-emphasis of the party to which each candidate
belonged, both in narration and in subtitles underneath candidate
images, along with maps in the now traditional colors of red and
blue states, and pie-graphs of Electoral College wins, were soon
added.
One other aspect that worked for this assignment and
was a 100% success in both years was the inclusion of the most
thorough and complete citations of each image and of music
used. Citations were accurate down to the listing of the date a
web site was accessed. It was a required part of the assignment,
as is the case in standard research papers, but adding choices of
color and style (i.e., the streaming “Star Wars” scroll), as well as
choice of music to accompany the credits made the concept of a
bibliography easily accepted as a necessary task. By providing
complete citations many students also learned the value of using
original source material, in contrast with more readily available
Google sites, which list a string of sources for any particular
item that might appear when entering a name of a president or
political event. (Ironically, in last year’s class two students failed
to include bibliographies or list of references with their research
papers, in spite of having turned in the most detailed citations
ever recorded by a class in their lengthy film credits.)
Acknowledgement was also made in each film that it
was for educational purposes, since permissions needed to use
images could not be gotten in the short time frame of the project.
As far as student presentations, an attentive and appreciative class viewed each film twice. In the morning each student
wrote a critique of his or her team’s own film, plus a critique of
two other assigned films. In the evening a celebratory film festival with guests and refreshments took place.
The two-page critique sheets were completely filled out,
answering questions on some of the following topics: the intent
of the film; whether one had successfully taught (or learned)
something from the perspective of a political scientist or historian
in making or viewing a film; questions on the fair sharing of work
with a partner; and who in the class had been helpful on the project (either with technical assistance or suggestions on content).
With each film highly focused, the critiques revealed
that students were learning new points, which demonstrated a
broadened perspective on elections, campaigns, and presidents
and their administrations. In some cases material may have been
covered in assigned readings, yet came more alive and memorable through watching film documentaries made by peers.
Historical material not routinely brought into each course came to
life for all to learn. Students learned of the domestic focus of the
1
In using real data for this example, I discovered a discrepancy between two sources: The data is taken from p. 579 in
Samuel Kernell and Gary C. Jacobson. The Logic of American
Politics, 2nd ed. Washington, D.C.: CQ Press. 2003. Kernell and
Jacobson cite a number of sources for their entire election table.
The 11th edition of Statistical Abstract of the United States 1991
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Commerce), gives the
election returns as follows in 1920: Harding: 16,153,000; Cox:
9,133,000; Eugene Debs (Socialist Party): 915,000; and P.P.
Christensen (Farmer-Labor): 265,000 votes. [Table No. 426 and
No. 427]

Wilson administration, especially in his first years in the White
House, with the creation of the Federal Reserve, separate Departments of Commerce and Labor, and other regulatory bodies such
as the Federal Trade Commission as part of the Progressive Era’s
effort to remove politics from the administrative tasks of government. They also learned about Wilson’s views on suffrage, and
gave some thought to changes in the composition of the electorate. The role of newly enfranchised African American males
in re-electing Grant as President added a new dimension to the
15th Amendment. The role of Stanford graduate Herbert Hoover
in establishing the Federal Radio Commission (the forerunner
of the Federal Communications Commission) as Secretary of
Commerce, and in supporting the regulation of the airwaves and
development of radio, gave new insight into the 1928 election.
Interesting parallels were made to another president who was an
early beneficiary of radio with ties to California, Ronald Reagan.
The projects helped students understand more fully the role of
media in many forms, and that some modern campaigns are far
tamer than the mudslinging cartoons and broadsides of the 1800s.
These were also the most content-filled, succinct “presentations” I have seen delivered by students. The absolute deadline of the Film Festival required that all projects be completed
on time, and this is where the entire class truly felt a collegial
spirit in helping each other meet that objective.
I found the project a success at a number of different
levels. Substantively, information was imparted in a memorable
manner; writing, communication, and presentation skills were
greatly enhanced; students enjoyed the sense of achievement
when projects were completed; and the projects encouraged supportive and collegial assistance.
The focus of topics will change in future years, but this
is a project I will repeat. If this is an approach undertaken by
others, we have found that earlier versions of I-Movie, such as
I-Movie 6, work best, since newer versions remove some of the
creative processes that really make the projects unique.
Janet M. Martin is Professor of Government at Bowdoin College.
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Teaching the Presidency at the Undergraduate Level
Lilly J. Goren

Last fall, just before the official start of the APSA meeting, I participated in a panel organized around the theme of teaching the presidency. The Presidency Research Group has done a
number of panels on this particular topic, usually corresponding
with presidential elections, and 2008 proved to be a great year to
teach the presidency and the presidential election. I have taught
courses on the U.S. Presidency and, separately, on the presidential election, during a number of election seasons. When I first
volunteered to participate on this panel, the question I faced was
how did I approach teaching the presidency: did I teach the institution or did I teach the “man”? My response was that I did both,
or, at least that I hope that I did both. My presentation outlined
how I have tried, over the years, to structure a class that is about
both the Executive Office of the Presidency and about the men
who have inhabited that office.1
How I Think About Teaching the Presidency
I have been teaching the American presidency for quite
a few presidential administrations – and at a number of different
academic institutions in different parts of the country. Most of the
institutions at which I have taught have been non-elite universities and colleges. Mostly the classes have been between 15 and
40 students—all undergraduates and mostly traditional aged
students, but not entirely composed of traditional aged students.
This provides some of the context for my experiences.
My own intellectual perspective in thinking about this
office is historical in nature, generally thinking about who was
president when some particular event happened, so I almost naturally think about the “man” in that I think about who was president when historical events happen, or when events in my own
life happen (who was president when I graduated from college—
Reagan; who was president when I was in graduate school—
H.W. Bush and Clinton; who was president when I got married—
W. Bush; who was president when I got tenure—W. Bush; etc.).
My approach in class is to work through all the “men”—AFTER
laying a theoretical foundation. In graduate school I had four
separate classes on the presidency, from four rather different
political scientists (John Tierney, Robert Scigliano, Sid Milkis,
and Harvey Mansfield), and from decidedly different perspectives. Each class shaped some of my understanding of this unique
office. Tierney’s class focused on the American bureaucracy and
the administrative state and the executive’s role in relation to this
“fourth branch of government.” Scigliano’s course was defined
by an exploration of the theoretical powers of the president, especially prerogative and executive powers and how those powers
operate in our constitutional system. Mansfield and Milkis taught
1
I use the term “men” because the office has been held
only by men. As we discussed at length during the 2008 election
cycle, the office has not yet been held by a woman, but it is likely
only a matter of time at this point. I have any number of female
students who have indicated that they might be interested in being “the first female president.”

a course together on whether an executive was possible in our
democratic system. And, separately, Milkis taught a course that
delineated the presidents historically, while also concentrating on
the evolution of the office and the party system as they related to
one another. The class that made the most sense to me was Sid
Milkis’ course, upon which my own class is somewhat modeled.
At the same time, I have integrated ideas and aspects of the other
courses as they help to elucidate our understanding of this office
and those who have occupied it.
While I do go through all of the presidents, some in
more depth than others, what my class on the Presidency really
is about is the theoretical and political history of the presidency.
We start with the Constitutional Convention and selections from
the debates at the Convention. We also go through quite a few of
the Federalist Papers (10, 23, 37, 51, 68-77) as we discuss the
conflicting views at the Convention and the powers that Alexander Hamilton outlines in the Federalist Papers. We also compare
the new Constitution with the Articles of Confederation, especially as Hamilton enunciates those differences, and we discuss
the direction of the new Constitution.
Jumping In To the Course
So the jumping off or jumping in point is the institution of the office itself, especially in relation to the constitutional
system. We pay close attention to what the vesting clause of the
Article II actually vests in the person who takes the oath of office,
and we grapple with this broad allocation of executive power
within our democratic system.
We look at the office comparatively as well, stacking it
up against the Prime Minister in the parliamentary systems and
the hybrid systems in France and Israel, especially in relation to
the execution of policy imperatives.
Toward the start of the semester we also go through the
Electoral College design and the oddity of this mechanism compared to other means of selection—this also enhances the comparison with other executives in other democratic systems. One
of the outcomes of the class, at the end of the semester, is that
students acknowledge understanding the Electoral College much
better than they did before they started the class and that this
helps them to understand the U.S. system in general, especially
federalism, and the unique place of the presidency within this
system. Some come to the conclusion that they actually prefer the
Electoral College to direct popular election, but they tend to be a
minority of the students.
The Presidents Themselves
The framework for exploring the individual presidents
is through historical, theoretical, and, as noted, comparative lens.
At the same time, the framework we employ in class takes up
the broad issue of executive power in the constitutional context.
Next I move in to the actual individuals, and the Milkis/Nelson
textbook is a wonderful source for the students—it is accessible,
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readable, and provides a variety of layers to the discussion of the
individual president and the evolution of the executive branch
in the United States. Because of the connection between parties
and presidents, the book also helps the students to understand the
changing roles of parties within our political structure while helping them to see the evolution of the parties themselves over time
and in connection to important issues (slavery, regulatory policy,
growth of the administrative state, etc.).
As we discuss the individual occupants of the White
House, we concentrate on the ways in which those presidents
shaped or changed the institution. Thus, while the class goes
through the individuals in office, the emphasis is on how the
office evolves and how it changes, how the institution itself (and
our constitutional system) is impacted by some of the occupants
and the traditions out of which they are coming.
As previously noted, one of the primary points of discussion throughout the semester in this context is also the party
system in the United States, since the parties and candidates/
presidents often impact each other. Thus, much time is spent on
Thomas Jefferson, Andrew Jackson and Martin Van Buren (and
the rise of the Democratic Party), Abraham Lincoln and Andrew
Johnson (and the evolution of the Republican Party in both
the White House and Congress), William McKinley, Theodore
Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson, and the role of the Progressive
Movement, and finally Franklin Roosevelt, Lyndon Johnson,
Ronald Reagan, and George W. Bush and the sorting out of the
current party dynamic.
The End Result
By the time we reach the end of the semester, we have
learned about:
1. The Electoral College and all its peculiar and expected outcomes
2. Individuals who have served as president of the United States
3. The office itself and its place in our constitutional system
4. The theoretical foundation of the U.S. presidency and how that
has changed over 200 years
5. The history and evolution of the party system in the United
States, especially as it has operated at the national level and the
way that it has shaped the presidency and been shaped by the
presidency
6. At least some of the presidents who come between Abraham
Lincoln and Theodore Roosevelt
7. The rise of the administrative state in the United States and the
changes within the U.S. constitutional system that have accompanied this rise
8. Jeffersonian democracy and the particular (or, perhaps, peculiar) place of Thomas Jefferson in our history and in our understanding of the “idea” of the United States

9. The role of presidential rhetoric, especially as presented by
Jeffrey Tulis
10. Lots of presidential trivia
The students have a firm grasp of the place of the president and
the presidency, as an institution, within the U.S. constitutional
system. They generally also come away with an understanding of
the dynamic nature of democratic government and the ongoing
debate about allocations of power among the branches and levels
of government.
At the same time, at the end of the semester we have
NOT spent all that much time—directly—on:
1. Media interpretation of the presidency
2. Directly evaluating or studying the presidency and foreign
policy (we have examined some of this indirectly)
3. Presidential personalities, per se
4. Electoral behavior in any kind of specific manner. We have
not examined any data sets or electoral surveys, except where
directly linked to a particular Electoral College result.
We have touched on all of these points, especially as
they have contributed to the history of the presidency and the
evolution of the U.S. constitutional system, but we have not
explored them in any systematic way.
Suggestions for Assignments on the Presidency
Two interesting assignments that have become part of
my teaching of the presidency integrate popular culture and some
of the presidents with whom we don’t get to spend as much time.
My colleague at the University of Hawai’i, Todd Belt, introduced
me to an extra credit assignment he uses, and I have used it to
great success in my classes. The assignment is for the students
to write a critical review of a film or television show/series that
features the president or presidency as a central component of
the plot. The students can watch the films or shows as a group
or they can each watch on their own. They get to choose the film
or show, but the written assignment must integrate what they
are learning about the office and the various occupants, and how
those aspects are presented within this popular culture context.
The students, since many of them are so familiar with films and
television, find this a useful way to apply what they are learning
in class to analyze an often-fictional presentation. The assignment
prompts the students to think critically about what is being presented in a non-academic venue and to think through what they
are reading about and discussing in class.
The second assignment grew out of the problem of not
being able to spend nearly as much time on each president as one
would, ideally, like to spend. Thus, presidents from Millard Fillmore and Franklin Pierce to Rutherford B. Hayes to Jimmy Carter and George H.W. Bush get less attention in the textbooks and
in our class discussions and lectures. In an effort to compensate
for this, I assigned each student one of the “lesser” presidents.
Each student needed to research and present on their assigned
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president, but to do so in the way in which we had been learning
about the other presidents: what was important about their time in
office, how did they inhabit the executive office, what particular
issues arose during their tenure in office, what was their election
like, how did they interact with the parties, with the people, with
the constitutional structure and the other branches of government.
I warned the students that we were not interested in the president’s favorite food or sport (and other points of trivia) unless
it was directly relevant to our understanding of the person and
his time in office. The students rose to the task of teasing out the
important aspects of many of these presidents and presidencies
and I was repeatedly impressed with their abilities to objectively
analyze and contextualize these presidents. I would strongly
recommend both of these assignments, or some interpretation of
them, for undergraduate classes on the presidency.
Lilly J. Goren is Associate Professor of Politics and Global Studies at Carroll University.
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